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Thank you Chair Sundin and committee members, my name is Lucia Hunt, I am the Director of MDA's Office of Emergency Preparedness and Response.



2015 High Path Avian Influenza

86 state employees worked
18,886 hours

104 farms depopulated, cleaned, and swabbed

3,127 regulatory permits issued

9 million birds affected

$650 million in economic loss
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In 2015, you may recall, Minnesota was ground zero for the nation’s worst foreign animal disease outbreak.  Over 9 million birds were put down across 104 poultry farms over a 5-month period. 86 state employees from the MDA, Board of Animal Health, DNR, and PCA worked with rotating crews of federal employees all focused on the same mission.Together, we organized case management, equipment and supplies, bird depopulation and disposal, barn cleaning and disinfecting, indemnification, and reimbursement.  We also issued thousands of permits to move regulated articles in and out of control areas to limit disease spread.Through that response, we learned a lot of lessons.  Not the least being that the MDA needed a more formal structure to handle subsequent agricultural emergencies.



Office of Emergency Preparedness & 
Response Overview

• MDA Divisions
• State Agencies
• Federal Agencies
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The Office of Emergency Preparedness and Response was established after the 2016 legislative appropriation into the Ag Emergency Fund and collective decision-making by leaders at the MDA about how to approach emergency response at the department level.  We put together a team that is a mix of full time, part time, and what I’ll call “on demand” staff to maintain situational awareness. evaluate ag threats, and respond to those that overwhelm MDA division resources, or, through our Memorandum of Understanding, emergencies that overwhelm the capabilities of the Board of Animal Health.  
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Whether we are ready is a question too big certainly for one person, even for a single agency.  Through the Ag Incident Management Team, we have established a framework for action, but more importantly, the 2015 HPAI response have earned us trust and stronger relationships.An FAD, and specifically HPAI, response is extremely complex, but we are confident that with our preparedness efforts and the teamwork between the state agencies, industry leaders, veterinarians, and academics, the Incident Management Team is our greatest asset and our greatest hope for success.



Animal Disease Preparedness & Response

• $1.5 Million Budget Proposal

• Summary: Funding to prepare for and respond to a foreign animal disease 
such as High Path Avian Influenza or African Swine Fever. Disease presence 
anywhere in the country will impact Minnesota producers, but advanced 
planning and availability of specialized equipment will ensure business 
continuity and stabilization of adjacent industries.
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$1.5 million one-time general fund appropriation to be transferred to MDA’s Agricultural Emergency revolving account in the Ag FundAt beginning of FY 2022 the Agricultural Emergency Fund balance was approximately $427,000 and is dedicated specifically to response activities.  Preparedness work is essential for a coordinated and efficient response.  Minnesota Department of Agriculture (MDA) has been awarded federal grants for research and development of operational response plans and novel field trials.  State funds could be used to leverage additional outside grant opportunities but are needed primarily to invest in new and existing resources: trained personnel, equipment, facilities, and exercises that build relationships with industry, academic, government, and tribal partners.Depop and disposal, biosecurity and quarantine, surveillance and diagnostics, VDL



Thank You!

Lucia Hunt
lucia.hunt@state.mn.us

651-201-6637
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Thank you very much for your attention today.If you're asked a question, I would follow how Thom responds. But I had been told (a looong time ago) to try identify the representative who asked, and start your answer with, "Representative (insert name), Chair Sundin, and committee members ... (then launch into your answer). If you can't identify who asked it, then say ""Representative, Chair Sundin, and committee members ... (then launch into your answer).
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